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1. Introduction

The main parameters of the electroweak theory are measured with very good accuracy [1]. In par-
ticular, the mass of theW boson is known nowadays with an uncertainty of 0.03 % , the uncertainty
on the top quark mass is 0.7 % and the uncertainty on the electroweak-mixing angle is 0.07 %.
The electroweak fit combines these measurements and indicates that the present theory is very suc-
cessfull [1]. The studies of the boson pair production, doneby the LEP and Tevatron experiments
allow to derive limits on the triple gauge boson couplings and do not indicate any deviation from
the electroweak predictions.
The main aim of improving further the precision on the above mentioned parameters by measuring
them at LHC, is to constrain in a tighter way the Standard Model Higgs mass, and to perform a
more stringent consistency test of the theory, hoping that deviations from the expected behaviour
will finally show up.
In one year, the ATLAS and CMS experiments [2] expect to collect 30 fb−1 of data each, during the
"low luminosity" phase of the accelerator and 100 fb−1 each, during the "high luminosity" phase.
The integrated luminosity collected so far at Tevatron is≈ 5 fb−1.
In the next sections, the measurements of theW boson mass, of the top quark mass, of theZ
forward-backward asymmetry and of the production cross-section of boson pairs by the ATLAS
and CMS collaborations will be reviewed and the expected accuracies will be discussed.

2. W Mass Measurements

TheW mass,MW , has been measured at Sp p̄S, at LEP2 and at Tevatron [3]. At LHC there is a great
potential for improvements: theW andZ cross-sections are one order of magnitude higher than at
Tevatron (σ14TeV

NNLO (pp → W (ℓν)X) ≈20 nb, σ14TeV
NNLO (pp → Z(ℓℓ)X) ≈2 nb) and the design peak

luminosity (L≈ 1034 cm−2s−1) is about ten times higher than the Tevatron design peak luminosity.
The signature of events withW → ℓν decays is given by an isolated lepton of high transverse
momentum (pℓ

T ) and missing transverse energy (Emiss
T ) due to the neutrino. Additional selection

criteria on the transverse momentum of the hadronic system recoiling against theW boson are used
and no event with jets of high transverse momentum is allowed. The total selection efficiency of
these cuts isεsel ≈ 20%. For an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1, 4 million events withW → ℓν
(ℓ = e orµ) decays are expected.

TheW mass is extracted from the measuredpℓ
T distribution or from the Jacobian peak observed in

the transverse mass of the lepton-neutrino system,MW
T . The analyses exploiting these two variables

are complementary to each other [4]: the main systematic effect on thepℓ
T distribution shape is the

amount of transverse momentum,pW
T , carried by theW boson while the main systematic effect on

theMW
T distribution shape is related to detector resolution effects.

TheW mass is obtained by comparing the measured distributions with template distributions gene-
rated from data (Z events are used), thus no longer relying on MC simulations. To build templates,
in the CMS analyses [4] two complementary methods have been developed, the first applied to the
electron channel, the second to the muon channel. In the scaled observable method, the template
distributions are created by transformingZ distributions (e.g.pℓ

T or Z transverse mass distribu-
tion ) into W ones (see Fig. 1). For 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, the electron channel gives a
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total uncertainty∆MW= 40(stat.)±40(syst.exp.)±40(syst.theo.) MeV, where the uncertainty on
the lepton energy linearity dominates the experimental systematic error and the uncertainty on the
pW

T dominates the theoretical systematic error. The second method to build templates is based
on an event-by-event transformation to change aZ event into aW event corresponding to a trial
value of theMW . For 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, the muon channel gives an uncertainty
∆MW= 40(stat.)±64(syst.exp.)±20(syst.theo.) MeV, where the uncertainty on the Emiss

T domi-
nates the experimental systematic error, while the uncertainty on the Parton Distribution Func-
tions(PDF) dominates the theoretical systematic error.
In the ATLAS study [5] the template distributions are obtained by convoluting the generated
distribution of pℓ

T or of MW
t , with the measured detector response. The detector response is

obtained usingZ events. With 15 pb−1, the electron transverse momentum analysis yields a
precision of∆MW= 120(stat)±117(syst.) MeV. The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the
lepton energy scale. In the muon channel, using 15 pb−1, the transverse mass analysis gives,
∆MW= 57(stat)±231(syst.), where the dominant contribution comes from the recoil calibration.
PDF uncertainties contributes∆MW = 25 MeV. Obviously, due to the limited statistics, the exper-
imental error obtained in the ATLAS analyses is not competitive with the previous CMS results.
The interest of the ATLAS results reside in establishing what can be done at the beginning of the
data taking by using mainly data driven methods.
Strategies to pin down the theoretical error are described in [6]. Two sources of theoretical error are
discussed in the following: the uncertainty related topW

T and to theW rapidity (y). ThepW
T distribu-

tion is mainly the result of the intrinsicpT of the incoming partons and of the initial state radiation.
These mechanisms can be constrained with dilepton events. The Drell-Yan continuum, between 20
GeV and MZ, provides a strong lever arm on the dilepton invariant mass and allows to measure the
dilepton pT distribution in theW mass range. TheW rapidity distribution is essentially driven by
the proton structure functions. At the LHC,Z andW bosons are essentially produced through sea
quark interactions; therefore a strong correlation between theW andZ production is expected. In
particular, a precise measurement ofdσ/dy(Z) will constrain theW rapidity distribution. In [6], it
has been estimated that using these methods and with 10 fb−1, the total systematic error in a single
MW analysis could be brought below≈ 10 MeV.

3. Top Mass Measurements

The LHC experiments have a great potential to measure precisely the top mass (Mt): top quark
pairs, mainly produced via gluon fusion, yields a production cross-section of 833 pb, at next to
leading order,≈ 100 times higher than at Tevatron. It is expected that theMt measurements at
LHC will become soon limited by the systematic error.
Many studies have been performed by ATLAS [5] and CMS [7, 8]. The "golden" channel is the
semi-leptonic channel:tt̄ →W b +Wb̄ → (ℓν)b +( j j)b̄, where the topology of the final state can
be exploited to select the signal with good purity, and the hadronic side is used to measure the top
quark mass. These events are selected by requiring an isolated highpT lepton, Emiss

T and at least 4
jets, two of whichb-tagged. This gives a signal efficiency of≈ 5% with a signal over background
ratio of the order of 10 [5]. The main backgrounds are single top events, mainly reduced by the
4 jet cut, fully hadronictt̄ events, reduced by the lepton requirements,W +jet andZ+jet events.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the scaled electron spec-
tra for Z (dots) andW boson (line) events in the
CMS analysis[4]. ETe is the transverse electron e-
nergy and MV is the boson mass (V=Z or W ).

Figure 2: The hadronic top quark mass, Mj jb,
fitted with the sum of a Gaussian and a third order
polynomial [5].

Backgrounds from multi-jet events andbb̄ production are negligible after the leptonic selections
and backgrounds from diboson events have a much smaller contribution beeing strongly reduced
by cuts on jets. To reconstruct the hadronic side of the decay, an in situ rescaling is performed
by a minimization procedure. The minimization constrains the light jet pair mass toMW , via
corrections to the light jet energies. All possible jet combinations are tried; the one minimizing
the X2 is kept. Theb-jet closest to the hadronicW boson is associated to the chosen pair. The
three jet invariant mass is then fitted with a Gaussian plus a polynomial (see Fig.2). The result is
Mt= 175.0±0.2(stat.)±1.0(syst.) GeV, for an input mass of 175 GeV and 1 fb−1. The precision
on Mt relies mainly on the control of theb-jet energy scale uncertainty: a precision of the order of
1 to 3.5 GeV should be achievable with 1 fb−1, and ab-jet energy scale uncertainty of 1 to 5%.

Events with one or nob-tagged jets lead also to an interesting measurement if the background shape
is constrained from data (using side-band or event mixing techniques, as explained in [5]). For 1
fb−1 the estimated precision onMt in the ATLAS study [5] which doesn’t use b-tag, is below 2
GeV (assuming a jet energy scale uncertainty of the order of the percent). These samples are thus
useful for jet energy scale or b-tagging studies during the commissioning phase with early data.

Another possibility for determiningMt exploits final states withJ/Ψ from the fragmentation of
the b quark [9]. The top quark mass is determined via its correlation with the invariant mass of
theJ/Ψ(→ ℓℓ) and the lepton from theW decay coming from the same top. A study of CMS [10]
finds that in 100 fb−1 of data,∼1000 events are selected. It is particularly relevant that this analysis
reduces to a minimum those systematics which are expected todominate in more traditional esti-
mations ofMt . A total error∆Mt ∼ 2 GeV, dominated by theoretical uncertainties (scale definition
andb-fragmentation effects) is well within reach. It is expected that a better understanding of the
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theoretical systematics at the time when the measurement will be made is possible and will bring
∆Mt ∼ 1 GeV.
A last possibility is to estimateMt from the measuredtt̄ production cross section [11]. This would
allow a determination independent of the kinematic reconstruction. However, even without consid-
ering experimental uncertainties, the achievable precision would already be limited to 2 GeV due
to uncertainties on the theoretical calculations. These uncertainties can be reduced by perform-
ing the computation at higher orders, including the resummation of next-to-leading logarithmic
corrections[12].

4. Forward-Backward Asymmetry in Z Decays

The measurement of the forward-backward asymmetry (AFB) of the γ∗/Z decay products probes
the V-A structure of the electroweak theory and can be used toextract indirectly the effective weak
mixing angle,sin2θe f f . This measurement is also interesting since the exchange ofa new particle
X in the processf f̄ → X → ℓℓ̄, alters the value of AFB.
LEP and SLD have measured very preciselysin2θe f f . The world average value issin2θe f f =

0.23153±0.00016 [1]. More recently, using 1.1 fb−1 of data, the D0 experiment atpp̄ Tevatron
collider, has measured AFB in Z decays and extractedsin2θe f f with a statistical error of 0.0018 and
a systematic error (by far dominated by PDF related uncertainties) of 0.0006 [1].
Even in pp collisions, a forward-backward asymmetry of theZ decay products is expected. The
Z is formed by a quark-antiquark pair; while the anti-quark always arises from the sea, the quark
may also be a valence quark which on average carries a higher momentum than sea quarks. Thus
the boost direction of the Z indicates the quark direction. This assumption is better verified when
theZ decay product (i.e. the dilepton pair) has high rapidity. Inorder to improve the measurement
precision, it will be therefore necessary to detect leptonsin the very forward rapidity regions, and
this favors the electron over the muonZ decay channel. In ATLAS the forward calorimeter FCAL
extends the electron indentification capability up toη = 4.9 (the muon spectrometer covers the
region up toη = 2.7). In the ATLAS AFB study [5] it is required that one of the electrons lies
within |η | < 2.5, while the other can go up to|η | = 4.9. In the region 2.5< |η | < 4.9 an electron
identification efficiency of 80% is achieved with less than 3%QCD background. The statistical
uncertainty is∆AFB = 2.7 * 10−4.
The measured asymmetry can be interpreted as a measurement of sin2θe f f . With 100 fb−1 of
luminosity, ATLAS [5] expects a statistical uncertainty onsin2θe f f of 0.00015 and a systematic
uncertainty of 0.00024 (by far dominated by PDF related uncertainties), comparable to the uncer-
tainty of the present world average. It is expect that in the future the knowledge of the PDFs will
improve thanks to the constraints imposed by Tevatron, HERAand LHC measurements (e.g. using
W asymmetry). By the time the high luminosity data will be available the systematic uncertainty
on sin2θe f f should therefore decrease. If this is not the case, the AFB measurement can be used,
conversely, to constrain the PDFs.

5. Associated Production of Gauge Bosons

The study of the pair-production of electroweak gauge bosons tests the triple gauge boson cou-
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Dibosons λZ ∆ KZ ∆ gZ
1 ∆ Kγ λγ

WZ, (MT ) [-0.015,0.013] [-0.011,0.034]
W γ(pγ

T ) [-0.05,0.02]
WW , (MT ) [-0.035,0.073] [-0.088,0.089]

WW , LEP [-0.051,0.034] [-0.105,0.069] [-0.059,0.026]

Table 1: 95% C.L. on charged TGC’s fromWW , WZ, W γ final states with 10.0 fb−1 of data [5]. Only
the most stringent limits are shown. The variables used in the coupling fit are shown as well some of the
existing limits (the most stringent).

Dibosons f Z
4 f Z

5 f γ
4 f γ

5

Z → ℓℓℓℓ +
Z → ℓℓνν [-0.009,0.009] [-0.009,0.009] [-0.010,0.010] [-0.011,0.010]

LEP [-0.30,0.30] [-0.34,0.38] [-0.17,0.19] [-0.32,0.36]

Table 2: 95% C.L. limits on neutral TGCs fromZZ final states for 10.0 fb−1 of data. The other anomalous
couplings are assumed to be zero. The 95% C.L. limits from LEPare also shown.

plings (TGC) and therefore the non Abelian structure of the electroweak theory. Within the Stan-
dard Model (SM), the trilinear verticesWW γ andWW Z occur, while those involving only neutral
gauge bosons are absent. If no Higgs is found, diboson production studies are expected to play an
important role in understanding the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism. Finally diboson
events represent a background in Higgs and New Physics searches.
All expected diboson processes have been already observed at Tevatron in leptonic channels; at
LHC significant improvements are expected since the higher energy allows to explore a more favor-
able kinematic region and cross-sections are∼ 10 times higher. The CMS analyses uses cut-based
analyses [13, 14]. In a recent analysis of theW Z → ℓνℓℓ final state [14] data driven methods (based
on the use of control samples) are proposed to extract the QCDbackground. It is estimated that it
is possible to reach a 5σ significance of theWZ signal with less than 350 pb−1 at 95 %C.L..

ATLAS compares cut based analyses with analyses based on theboosted decision tree (BDT)
technique [5]. The BDT technique allows an improved sensitivity. With 0.1 fb−1 and assuming
20% systematic uncertainties on the cross section measurements, SM signals ofWW , W Z, W γ , Zγ
will be established with a significance better than 5σ (∼ 1 fb−1 is needed forZZ). Systematics
uncertainties (luminosity, lepton selection and identification efficiency, PDF, factorization scale)
will dominate the cross-section measurements starting from a luminosity of 5-30 fb−1, depending
on the analysis.

The charged TGC are usually taken as gZ
1, KV , λV (V = γ , Z). Within the SM, their values are gZ

1=
KV =1 andλV = 0. It is common then to redefine:∆gZ

1 = gZ
1 −1 = ∆KV = KV −1 = 0. For ZZ final

states, the neutral TGC are usually taken as fV
4 , fV5 (V = γ , Z) and their expected values in SM are fV

4 ,
fV5 = 0. Anomalous values of TGC’s lead to increased cross sections especially at high bosonpT

and di-boson transverse mass,MV
T . The corresponding spectra are used to set limits on anomalous

TGCs at the 95% C.L.. Tables 1 and 2 show these limits for 10 fb−1 of ATLAS data. The prospects
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are that it will be possible to improve up to a factor≈ 10 the present limits.

6. Conclusions

Even after having found a Higgs signal, precision electroweak measurements will be important
since indirect constraints will help the interpretation ofits nature and of the underlying theory.
The LHC will be aW , Z, top factory. The goals of obtaining per experiment∆MW < 10 MeV,
∆Mt < 1 GeV,∆sin2θe f f ≈ few 10−4 are expected to be within reach. Electroweak dibosons signals
are expected to be established after having collected a statistics ranging from 100 pb−1 up to 1 fb−1.
The present limits on anomalous couplings are expected to beimproved significantly with 10 fb−1.
Ultimately, the main concern at LHC will be to understand andcontrol the systematics. This will
come from data driven methods, from the use of independent analysis methods and the interplay
between improved measurements and theoretical developments.
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